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Meeting called to order at 3:50 P.M.

Roll Call: Brian Abramson, President
           Jason Feldstein, Vice President

S.G.C. Members:
Liz Jacobi                Salah Negash
Melanie Bent             Richard Williams
Arthur Papillon          Steve Benen
Mimmo Sollazo            Yolene Thelusma
Javier Delgado           Cori Basulto
Andrew Verhunce          Kirill Reznik

Guests:
Helen Ellison            Whit Hollis, Advisor
Claudine Gayle           Nakisha Armbrister

Approval of Minutes: The minutes of the last meeting were approved with the spelling corrections of those nominated for Certificates of Appreciation.

President’s Report: The list of nominations for the Certificates of Appreciation was reviewed. Two more people were nominated for the certificate. Steven Benen nominated Paul Jacobs. Brian Abramson nominated Kara Browne. Brian brought the status of the cutting of the Banner and the cost of it.

Vice-President’s Report: Jason stated that the Refurbishing of the housing volleyball court was approved. Jason also pointed out that some of the new trees were to be moved to a new location.

Graduate Student Association Report: Mimmo described the events that will take place at the cultural fest. The events include a sampling of several international foods, international games and a program on when two cultures meet. Helen Ellison also mentioned that she would like to see both the SPC and UCPC work together to put together two events of the four under the "tent". It was also stated that the fest will take place the first weekend in November.

Academic Affairs Report: Cori Basulto stated that the Academic Affairs committee needs more people.

Student Services Report: Arthur Papillon stated that the inter-campus shuttle has been approved. The schedule should be printed and ready for distribution shortly.
Old Business: A motion was made by Liz Jacobi and seconded by Arthur Papillon to approve the necessary funds to send Arthur to the ACUI Conference. The motion passed with three abstentions: Richard Williams; Jason Feldstein; Steve Benen.

Advisor's Report: Whit pointed out the 500 new trees are being planted on the campus. Whit also said that an overhead picture of the North Campus will be taken shortly. A motion was made by Liz Jacobi and seconded by Cori Basulto to approve the necessary funds for a frame and copy of the overhead picture, to be placed in the general area of the SGC office. The motion passed.

New Business: Brian asked that each of the school representatives set up a meeting with him.